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Hundreds of cocktail bitters are on the market, and millions are turning to them to add punch,

pizzazz, and complexity to their cocktails and even their cooking. But the storm of exciting

brands and flavors has even the savviest bartenders puzzled over their personalities and best

uses. Bitterman's Field Guide to Bitters and Amari is the handbook that decodes today’s

burgeoning selection of bitters, along with their kindred spirits amari and shrubs, complete with

190 photographs. The introduction includes everything you need to know to understand what

bitters and amari are and how to use them. recipes for making essential and inventive bitters at

home. The next section offers 123 recipes for making essential bitters at home, mixing, and

cooking bitters, from a Burnt Grapefruit Gimlet to a Martini Julep, from Bittered Bittersweet

Chocolate Torte to BBQ Pork Ribs with Bittersweet BBQ Sauce. Bitterman's Field Guide to

Bitters and Amari cracks open the full potential of bitters, inspiring and empowering people to

try them. The final section includes a comprehensive field guide to the wide world of the more

than 500 great bitters and 50 amari available today. Complete with tasting notes, profiles of

important makers and brand photography, the guide gives everyone from pro bartenders to

home cooks a solid foundation for buying and using bitters.

About the AuthorMark Bitterman’s pursuit of bitters started as a child with a surreptitious sip at

a family cocktail party. The spicy-bitter-sweet-stinging taste sparked a lifelong wanderlust for

flavor. Decades later Bitterman opened the Meadow and began selling the largest selection of

bitters in the world at all three locations. A renowned ingredient expert, Bitterman won a James

Beard Award for his first book, Salted. He has been featured in the New York Times, Splendid

Table, Food & Wine, Bizarre Foods, and countless other media. It has been speculated that

Bitterman’s family name, which has Ashkenazic roots in Bulgaria, proves that bitters is in his

DNA. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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wiredweird, “Great reference. I first read the 

  

Parsons

  

  

book about DIY bitters, and now I'm hooked. Given a topic of such breadth, more points of

view can only be helpful. I found this one helpful indeed, possibly the equal Parsons, partly

because of its very different choice of topics.First, the DIY part. This offers recipes similar to

Parsons's, but probably fewer. That said, it takes a more playful and experimental approach to

each recipe. Instead of a monolithic block of instructions, each recipe gives a framework of

supporting and bittering botanicals, then offers a variety of different choices for the main

flavoring. Clearly, if Bitterman suggests a half-dozen variations on a theme, you're welcome to

come up with your own, as well. This section describes the qualities of the bittering agents

used, but says little about the supporting cast of characters - you're on your own to learn about

them elsewhere, often by trying his recipes.The next big sections demonstrate use of bitters

not just in a range of cocktails, but in all kinds of recipes from fried chicken to ice cream

sandwiches! I'm curious to try a few of the recipes, but some seem a bit out-there. Then, the

book ends with evaluations of a whole host of bitters and amari, as rated by Bitterman and his

friends. I haven't tried nearly the number that he, as a retailer, has tried, but mostly agree with

the rankings offered. I have to differ regarding Fee brothers 



  

cherry bitters

  

  

, however. Although this book ranks it highly and I like other Fee bitters, I found the cherry

flavor one-dimensional and overpoweringly artificial - the only bitters I ever threw out

unused.Parsons is still my favorite book on the topic - but this is a close second.-- wiredweird”

PugMamaPDX, “A Culinary Library Must-have!. I absolutely love this book. I was able to check

it out at the library and had to have a copy of my own. Very well written, beautifully put

together, great photos... The one star I removed is simply because I purchased the Kindle

version and although I have a larger Fire, apparently my screen is small enough that I can't

read the pages of this book without zooming in, again and again. That's kind of a pain in the

neck. I'd hope that if a Kindle version is available, it would be optimized to be easily read on a

tablet. That said, I encourage anyone interested in these incredible recipes and histories to buy

a hard copy.  You'll be glad you did.  I think this would make a great gift, too!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A pocket encyclopedia of bitters and amari.. Amazing book! Complete

breakdown of everything about bitters and amari. Great book for everyone from novice or home

bartender to veteran bartenders. The guide on the different brands and all of the different

flavors/styles they offer is awesome. If you are into bitters or craft bartending buy this book. It

will be a valuable reference tool now and down the road.”

Michael J. Siler, “Very readable with excellent recipes and exciting approaches to the craft of

bartending. As a bartender in a burgeoning world of flavors, aromas, and palate it has been a

formidable task grasping the enormous world of amari and bitters. This field guide covers all

the important points and leaves you feeling inspired. It has helped me grow in my craft and

brought an enormous amount of enthusiasm with its approach. Very readable with excellent

recipes and exciting approaches to the craft of bartending. I use this consistently as a resource

in my trade. Loved it.”

Momee, “Any bartender or experimental home bartender will love this book.. Well written and

very thorough. Recipes, background, explanations of types of bitters and good descriptions of

bitters. Fun and easy to use. A really awesome book all around. Great for bartenders.”

S. D. Matthews, “Another great one from Mark Bitterman. Another great one from Mark

Bitterman, an incredible "field guide" to food and drink with bitters and Amari. Bitterman knows

both, very well, and if you're like me you'll son find yourself using his recipes and finding

inspiration to use bitters and amari more often. And I love the leather like binding which feels

like it should be placed in a backpack safari! Thank you James Beard Award winning author

Mark Bitterman!”



Citymouse, “Complex and well crafted bitters made easy. Really fantastic recipe book for bitters

as well as well balanced cocktail recipes for the bitters! We used the recipes to make the

bitters and gave them as gifts along with this book to our friends. I looked at many bitter recipe

books before selecting this one. Absolutely recommend this for anyone who appreciates a

good well crafted beverage.”

Peggy, “Easily referenced and comprehensive overview of bitters and amaros!. Love the layout,

the organization and the comprehensive history of bitters, their use and how they came to

be.Very useful book. I recently took it to a bitters restaurant event and referred to it and was

able to greatly expand my understanding of bitters. It is my go-to  reference.”

Nicola Kidd, “Excellent book. I am addicted to trying out the wonderful recipes and very

informative”

MonkeyT, “Five Stars. Excellent! one of the best bboks on this subject...”

Mary, “Five Stars. I love this book, very well written and fun to dip in and out of.”

Adriano fasano, “Top bitters book. Penso sia uno dei libri di bitters più completi assolutamente

da acquistare, favoloso peccato che la versione in italiano non c'è”

The book by Mark Bitterman has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 159 people have provided feedback.
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